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Months ago, Chris Stevens,
Greenwood Village Cultural
Arts Manager, who runs the
Curtis Center for the Arts
at 2349 East Orchard Road
in Greenwood Village, had
four buses reserved for a GV
The figurative painting,
studio tour planned for Sep“Luminance,” by Mitch
tember 12. Then the coronaCaster shows his
virus arrived and everything
appreciation of beauty.
changed. Working with three
local artists and using no city
funds, only SCFD (Scientific and Cultural Facilities
District) money, Stevens and
three local artists planned
and organized the first-ever
COVID-compliant Art on the
Green at Curtis Park adjacent
to the arts center. All visitors
and artists wore masks at all
times (except for a short minute when we took some of
their photos because we wanted our readers to see their
lovely faces). Hand sanitizer
was available around the venue, and social distancing was
observed throughout. It was
held on September 12, the
date that had been set aside
for the studio tour, in perfect
Mitch Caster was a courtroom sketch artist before switching
weather and under cloudless
his focus to “seeking out beauty,” he told us. He paints
blue skies. There were no bus- landscapes, western art, and dancers.
Photos by Freda Miklin
es and visitors were instructed
to reserve their free two-hour
not receive city funding, for
the way exhibit booths were
window to view the exhibits.
the acquisition of public art
spread out. Unlike events
About 50 artists, handand college scholarships for
such as Greenwood Village
picked for variety and creativ- talented high school seniors
Day which is funded by the
ity in their original artwork by planning to study art. Stevens city for its residents, Art on
Stevens’ ad hoc committee,
told The Villager, “With so
the Green was paid for by the
were invited to participate; 43 many regular art events, inSCFD district to which everysaid yes. To minimize contact cluding the Cherry Creek Arts one in the area contributes,
and bookkeeping, artists paid
Festival, cancelled this year,
so it was open to all. Stevens
$175 per booth but were not
art lovers are excited to be
wanted to publicly thank
required to pay any commishere and happy to take some
Michele Messenger, Victoria
sions on their sales, though,
beautiful things home with
Eubanks, and Dianna Fritzler
Stevens could be heard asking them.”
for their help and support in
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artists
how salesTO
were
going
525303-773-8313
free
making
the event a success.
because that is important.
tickets for the event to anyone He also expressed his appreThe answers that he got back
who requested them at stagciation for GV City Council
were positive and happy. The
gered times throughout the
members Judith Hilton and
money generated by the event day and had no problem acTom Dougherty for coming
will be used by the GV Arts
commodating walk-up guests
out to Art on the Green to
Council, which generally does due to the size of the park and show his support. Stevens told
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Sascha Ripps told us she paints
“what inspires me,” and believes
you should do the work “that fills
your cup.” For her, that is most
often landscapes.
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Why does honey deserve a full month of “BEEing”
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honored?
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andare
keep
LaBier, Connie
Dines,Because
Amy Mower,
andtoTina
Suszynski.
They
that natural
sweetener
on our
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clover grass. Didn’t that bee have the right to sting me as
I threatened her from completing her job of gathering and
bringing pollen back to her colony and making her queen
happy? But a worker bee can only sting once and then
dies. There are over 16,000 species of bees and the one I
have taken the time to learn about is the honeybee. How do
they make honey with that little body, and so much of that
honey?! The forager bees (worker bees) make up one third
of a colony, meaning there is a lot of gathering of nectar or
pollen occurring and the balance of the colony consists of
the queen, drones, and other worker bees, acting as nurses,
in-hive maintenance and performing other tasks.
I learned that an active hive could have up to 80,000
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Jeannie Paty paints “who we are as women—mothers, daughters,
sisters, and wives.” She uses “color to express my voice intuitively.”

us that many of the participating artists had already asked if
this could become an annual

Curtis Center for the Arts

event, no matter what happens
with coronavirus.
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